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Foreword 
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University, this thesis is presented in the style of an article for submission to a peer-reviewed 

journal. 
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Abstract 

Previous studies indicate that impairment on various aspects of cognition is present during 

pregnancy. The aim of the current research was to examine the difference in cognitive 

performance between pregnant and non-pregnant women and whether this difference varies 

with age and history of prior pregnancies. There were in total of 40 participants, 20 pregnant 

women and 20 non-pregnant. It was hypothesized that pregnant women will perform worse 

than non-pregnant women but that these differences vary with age and whether there is a 

history of prior pregnancies. Also, that there is no difference in cognitive performance 

between the groups on specific cognitive tasks such as memories for words related to 

pregnancy. Three cognitive tasks were used in this research. Two wordlist tasks, which each 

contained 15 words and participants were asked to remember as many words as they could. 

Two Stroop tasks, easy and hard, were participants should direct their attention to the color of 

the word and ignore the word itself, and a short-story task were participants read and 

answered 6 questions from a short-story. Main results indicated some impairments during 

pregnancy, more support was found for impairments on memory. Also, difference was found 

between the two age groups, women 25 and older performed better than women younger than 

25 on the easy Stroop task and on the short-story task.  

Útdráttur 

Fyrri rannsóknir benda til þess að ólíkir þættir hugrænnar starfsemi verði fyrir neikvæðum 

áhrifum þungunar. Markmið þessarar rannsóknar var að komast að því hvort að hugræn geta, 

þá sérstaklega minni og athygli, fari versnandi eftir þungun og hvort þetta sé mismunandi 

eftir aldri og fyrri þungunum. Þátttakendur voru alls 40 konur, 20 óléttar og 20 ekki óléttar. 

Tilgátur rannsóknarinnar voru að óléttar konur myndu standa sig verr heldur en þær sem ekki 

voru óléttar en að þessi munur væri breytilegur eftir aldri og fyrri þungunum. Einnig að 

enginn munur væri á frammistöðu hópanna á sérstökum hugrænum verkefnum eins og minni 

fyrir meðgöngutengd orð. Þrjú hugræn próf voru notuð í rannsókninni. Tveir orðalistar sem 

innihéldu 15 orð hvor og voru þátttakendur beðnir um að muna eins mörg orð og þeir gátu. 

Tvö Stroop próf, auðvelt og erfitt, þar sem þátttakendur áttu að beina athyglinni að lit 

orðanna og hunsa orðið sjálft. Einnig stuttsaga þar sem þátttakendur lásu og svöruðu 6 

spurningum úr stuttsögunni. Helstu niðurstöður bentu til hugrænnar skerðingu á meðgöngu, 

meiri stuðningur fannst við minnisskerðingu. Einnig kom í ljós munur á aldurshópunum 

tveimur, konur 25 ára og eldri stóðu sig betur heldur en konur yngri en 25 ára á auðvelda 

Stroop verkefninu og í stuttsögu-verkefninu.   
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Cognitive Performance during Pregnancy 

It is common that pregnant women report that their cognitive performance has 

deteriorated during their pregnancy (Crawley, Dennison, & Carter, 2003). Some studies have 

shown support for these cognitive changes during pregnancy (Buckwalter et.al., 1999; De 

Groot, Adam, & Hornstra, 2003; De Groot, Hornstra, Roozendaal, & Jolles, 2003; De Groot, 

Vuurman, Hornstra, & Jolles, 2006; Keenan, Yaldoo, Stress, Fuerst, & Ginsburg, 1998) while 

others have not (Christensen, Leach, & Mackinnon, 2010; Christensen, Poyser, Pollitt, & 

Cubis, 1999; Crawley et.al., 2003). This inconsistency in the literature may be due to the 

different cognitive tests used in the studies and whether the tests were administered on the 

first, second or third trimester. Because of this inconsistency there is no clear answer to 

whether and how cognition is affected during pregnancy.  

A survey of 67 pregnancies in 51 women showed that symptoms of cognitive 

impairments like forgetfulness, disorientation, confusion and reading difficulties were found 

in 28 pregnancies in 21 women (Poser, Kassirer, & Peyser, 1986).  These results were based 

on a survey thus cognitive impairments weren’t measured directly with cognitive tests. No 

connection was found between these cognitive impairments and factors like age at delivery, 

education, number of pregnancies, alcohol consumption, smoking, sleep deprivation and 

depression among other things.  Buckwalter et.al. (1999) wanted to see whether cognitive 

impairments during pregnancy could be associated with hormones or mood disturbances. 

They measured several aspects of cognition, such as episodic verbal memory, semantic 

memory, general level of intelligence, verbal attention, auditory comprehension, executive 

control processes and visuoperceptual skills.  Their main results were that cognitive 

performance was significantly worse during pregnancy compared to after delivery on 

episodic verbal memory and executive control processes. Also that these impairments were 

significantly independent from the mood disturbances associated with pregnancy. In addition, 
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during pregnancy, performance on tasks measuring speed of cognitive processing was worse 

than after delivery and no hormones showed consistent association with cognition 

(Buckwalter et.al., 1999).  

De Groot et.al. (2003) studied effects of pregnancy on learning capacity and retrieval 

from long-term memory and semantic memory, visual conceptual tracking/information 

processing speed, selective attention and working memory. They found out that intentional 

learning and retrieval from both long-term memory and semantic memory were compromised 

during early stages of pregnancy. However no difference was found between the pregnant 

group and the non-pregnant group on tests measuring the information processing speed, 

selective attention or working memory.  Similar study by De Groot et.al. (2006) also 

measured learning capacity and retrieval from long-term memory, information processing 

speed and selective attention. Their main results were that pregnant women performed worse 

on memory tasks compared to the controls. They also found no difference between the groups 

for tasks measuring speed and selective attention. One research tested only selective 

attention, which they believed to be a key component of cognition (De Groot, Adam et.al., 

2003). They used Finger Precuing Task in their study and tested 48 pregnant women several 

times during their pregnancy (on weeks 14, 17, 29 and 36) and also 32 weeks after delivery. 

As a comparison they had 48 non-pregnant women who completed the test at same time 

intervals. Results showed that pregnancy negatively affected selective attention at week 36 

but the effect seemed to be reversible because this impairment had disappeared 32 weeks 

after delivery. A couple of other studies have shown some support for reduction in cognitive 

performance during pregnancy (Glynn, 2010; Keenan et.al., 1998; Henry & Rendell, 2007). 

In contrast to the studies discussed above, there are other studies that find little or no 

cognitive impairment in pregnant women. For example, Crawley et.al. (2003) examined 

verbal memory, and focused- and divided attention using a questionnaire. Firstly, they did not 
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find any difference in reported memory or attention between pregnant women and non-

pregnant women. However, by self-ratings, they found out that there was perceived cognitive 

impairments during pregnancy. Pregnant women rated their ability for both memory and 

attention lower than non-pregnant women. Another research aimed to provide more complete 

results about cognitive functions and memory both during pregnancy and after delivery 

(Casey, 2000). This study had 52 participants, 10 who were planning a pregnancy, 18 who 

were pregnant and 24 participants in the control group. All participants were tested in total of 

six times, at three months intervals. Their results were that the planning group showed 

increase in reported forgetting during pregnancy but aside from that no other differences were 

found between the groups. The findings of no difference between pregnant women and non-

pregnant women were consistent with results from other studies (Christensen et.al., 2010; 

Christensen et.al., 1999; Morris, Toms, Easthope, & Biddulph, 1998). 

  Rendell and Henry (2008) made an interesting discovery. They found out that there 

was no difference between pregnant women and non-pregnant women in memory 

performance in laboratory setting. However, they found a difference between the groups in 

real life situations or in everyday life. For laboratory measurements a board game called 

“Virtual Week” was used and to measure the real life perspective of memory they used a 

time-logging task. These results provide some evidence that this topic may be very hard to 

examine. Another interesting research tested whether it mattered that the women had been 

pregnant before or if it was their first pregnancy (Parsons et.al., 2004).  Parsons et.al. (2004) 

found out that during pregnancy there was no difference in performance between women 

with first pregnancy and other women. For cognition, they measured general intelligence, 

episodic verbal memory, semantic memory, verbal fluency, verbal attention, auditory 

comprehension, executive control and visuoperceptual skills. They also found out that after 

childbirth the women who were having their first child performed worse on the cognitive 
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testing compared to those who had previously had children. More research is needed to 

further examine whether cognitive performance in pregnant women may vary with history of 

prior pregnancies.  

  In summary, studies showing support for cognitive impairment during pregnancy all 

showed impairments on some aspects of cognition. Some studies used the same tests to 

measure same cognitive element, for example De Groot et.al. (2003) and De Groot et.al. 

(2006) both used Visual Word Learning task to measure learning capacity and retrieval from 

long-term memory and the Stroop Color and Word test for selective attention.  De Groot, 

Adam et.al. (2003) used a different test to measure selective attention and still got the same 

results. Studies showing support for cognitive impairments during pregnancy used different 

methods in their research compared to those who did not show support for impairments. For 

example, Crawley et.al. (2003) only used questionnaires and Rendell and Henry (2008) used 

a board game and a time-logging task. Thus they weren’t using the traditional cognitive tests. 

The inconsistency between studies may therefore be due to different methods used to 

measure cognition. Furthermore, prior studies have not systematically examined other factors 

that may play a role such as age and prior pregnancies. Prior studies have also not compared 

performance of these groups on general cognitive tasks and cognitive tasks that are more 

related to pregnancy such as wordlists that consists of words related to pregnancy.  

The aim of the current research was to examine the difference in cognitive 

performance between pregnant and non-pregnant women and whether this difference varies 

with age and history of prior pregnancies. The aim was also to examine the difference 

between these groups using three types of cognitive tasks measuring attention, general 

memory and memory related to the pregnancy. It was hypothesized that pregnant women will 

perform worse compared to non-pregnant women but that these differences vary with age and 

whether there is a history of prior pregnancies. It was also hypothesized that there is no 
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difference in cognitive performance between pregnant and non-pregnant women on specific 

cognitive tasks such as memories for words related to the pregnancy.  

Method 

Participants 

Participants were in total 40 women, 20 pregnant women and 20 non-pregnant 

women. The mean age for the control group was 26 years (20 – 37 years) and 28 years (19 – 

48 years) for the comparison group.  Every woman gave their informed consent before 

participation (see Appendix A, p. 19). Participants were recruited using a private Facebook 

group.   

Stimulus and measurements 

 Self-assessment questionnaire was used to measure participants’ evaluation of 

memory and attention (see Appendix B, p. 22). On a scale from 0-10 participants were asked 

to evaluate their memory and attention, where 0 was very bad memory or attention and 10 

was very good memory or attention. In addition, the questionnaire included some background 

questions like; “How old are you? How far along is your pregnancy in weeks? Is this your 

first pregnancy?”  

Three tests were used to measure cognition. Selective attention was measured using a 

Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) with the measure being the time taken to identify the colors (see 

Appendix C, p. 24). A digital stopwatch was used to measure the time taken to complete the 

task. Two levels of difficulties were used, easy (Stroop 1), where there was 100% consistency 

between word and color and difficult (Stroop 2), where there was 100% inconsistency 

between word and color.   Each level contained 36 color names, in total five colors and color 

names were used, they were yellow, red, blue, green and black.  On Stroop 1 the 36 color 

names matched the printed color, for example the word yellow printed in yellow ink. In 
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Stroop 2 the 36 color names differed from the printed color, for example the word yellow 

printed in blue, red, black or green ink.  

 Six questions from a short story were used to measure memory. Researcher created 

the short story using the story “Fósturbörnin hennar kisu” by Böðvar Magnússon, from the 

book “Blákápa” (Guðný Ý. Jónsdóttir & Silja Aðalsteinsdóttir, 1996) and the story “Gísli 

húsmaður” by Þorgils gjallanda (2000). The story (see Appendix D, p. 26) is a narration of 

when Gísli worked on a farm when he was younger. The story begins with some basic 

information about Gísli and the farm he worked on. Then he tells the story when the farm cat 

and dog littered at the same time and how the cat takes the puppy along with some goslings 

and ducklings in foster.  The questions comprised of both numerical and material information 

from the short story. The questions were “Where was Gísli born?” “How many animal 

species were there on the farm?” “What did Gísli get after his first summer on the farm?” 

“How many “foster children” did the cat have?” “What was the name of Gísli’s horse?” and 

last “What was the name of the farmer on Bleiksmýri?” The second test used to measure 

memory was the wordlist task with the measure being the number of words remembered (see 

Appendix E, p. 28). The wordlist task contained two wordlists where both lists consisted of 

15 words. The first one consisted of words related to pregnancy and childcare, the other one 

consisted of random neutral words. 

Design and Procedure 

 The data was analyzed in a 2 age (under 25 and 25 and older) x 3 pregnancy status 

(not pregnant, pregnant with first child and pregnant with second, third or more children) 

fixed factor ANOVA for each of the dependent variables; attention (Stroop performance) and 

memory (wordlists and questions to the short story). Paired t-tests were used to analyze 

subjective experience on both attention and memory.  For the subject rating comparison was 

made between only two groups, pregnant women versus non-pregnant women.  
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 To start the study the researcher filed for approval with the institutional ethics 

committee. The researcher contacted every participant and arranged a meeting.  Before the 

tests were administered every participant signed an informed consent form where it was 

clearly stated that participants could at any time of the research withdraw their consent. After 

signing the informed consent participants answered appropriate questions on the self-

assessment questionnaire. For example, the non-pregnant women did not answer the question 

“How far along is your pregnancy in weeks?” After that they were tested on their cognitive 

performance. The tests used to measure the cognition were administered in a random order to 

every participant. Some participants completed first the Stroop task then the wordlist task and 

last the short story task, while other participants completed first the short story then the 

Stroop task and last the wordlist task and so on. For the wordlist task, participants got a 

special piece of paper to write down the words they remembered. The wordlists were also 

administered in a random order; some participants got wordlist number one first and others 

the wordlist number two first. The wordlists were read out loud by the researcher with 2 

seconds between the words and the participant was asked to remember as many words as he 

could. They were informed that they could not start writing down the words until after 

hearing the whole list and that they could recall the words in any order. After each wordlist, 

participants got 5 minutes to write down the words they remembered.   

 For the short story task, participants were asked to read the short story and take as 

much time as needed. After reading the story the participant got 6 questions to answer.  In the 

Stroop task participants were asked to identify the color of the words but not read the word 

itself.  They were also informed that this would be time-recorded so they should try to do this 

as fast and as accurately as they could. When all tests had been administered the researcher 

thanked the participant for participating in the experiment. Participants received a verbal 
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debriefing after completing their participation were they were told about the purpose and the 

hypotheses of the study.  

Results 

The study examined the cognitive difference between three groups; women pregnant 

with first child, women pregnant with second or more children and non-pregnant women in 

two age groups. Data was analyzed in 2 age (under 25 and 25 and older) x 3 pregnancy status 

(pregnant with first child, pregnant with second or more children and not pregnant) fixed 

factors ANOVAs. T-tests were used to analyze the subjective evaluation of memory and 

attention. The alpha criterion for significance was set at .05.  

The Impact of Pregnancy on Attention 

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for performance on the Stroop task for all three 

pregnancy status groups and the two age groups, women under 25 years and women 25 and 

over.  

 

 

    Non-pregnant group   First pregnancy   

Second, third or 

more pregnancy 

 

  Mean SD   Mean SD 

 

Mean SD 

Women 

under 25 

Stroop 1  15.33 2.42 
 

18.36  2.08   13.22  .49 

Stroop 2  35.25 9.25   34.99  7.56   35.78  9.07 

Women 25 

and over 

Stroop 1  16.27  3.24 
 

17.27  4.17 
 

21.70  8.55 

Stroop 2  34.73 8.12   31.23  4.42 
 

37.28  5.24 

Note. Performance on both Stroop tasks was measured in seconds. 

Table 1 

 Descriptive statistics for both the three pregnancy status groups and the age groups for the 

Stroop task.  
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 The 2 x 3 fixed factor ANOVA for Stroop 1 showed that there was a main effect of 

age F(1) = 4.09, p = .05. The women 25 years and over performed worse than those who 

were under 25 years of age.  However results showed a non-significant main effect for 

pregnancy status F(2) = 1.12, p = .34 which indicates that pregnant women did not show a 

different performance on the easy Stroop task compared to non-pregnant women. The results 

also showed a significant interaction between age and pregnancy status F(2) = 3.54, p = .04. 

The performance differences between the pregnancy status groups varied with age. Post hoc 

tests using Bonferoni revealed that for the younger women, the ones pregnant with their first 

child performed significantly worse on Stroop 1 compared to non-pregnant women (p = .033) 

and compared to women pregnant with second or more children (p = .009). For the older 

women, the ones pregnant with second or more children showed worse performance 

compared to other two groups but these differences were not significant.  

 

 

 The 2 x 3 fixed factor ANOVA for Stroop 2 revealed no significant main effect of  

neither age F(1) = .12, p = .73 nor pregnancy status F(2) = .46,  p = .63.  There was no 

difference in Stroop performance between the three pregnancy status groups or the two age 

groups. The results also showed a non-significant interaction between age and pregnancy 
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Figure 1. Interaction between age and pregnancy status on Stroop 1 – Word and ink 

matched. 
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status F(2) = .29, p = .75 indicating that performance on Stroop 2 between the pregnancy 

status groups did not vary with age.  

The Impact of Pregnancy on Memory Performance 

 Descriptive statistics for performance on the wordlist tasks and the short story task 

were presented in table 2 for all three pregnancy status groups and the two age groups. As 

table 2 shows, those who were pregnant with their first child showed a trend to perform 

worse than those who were not pregnant or having their second or more children. 

Interestingly though, women 25 years and over having their first child had the highest mean 

value for correct answers on the short story task compared to the other groups. 

 

 

    

Non-pregnant 

group   First pregnancy   

Second, third or 

more pregnancy 

 

  Mean SD   Mean SD 

 

Mean SD 

Women 

under 25 

Pregnancy related 

wordlist 
9.60 1.96 

 
8.71 1.38   10.00 1.73 

General wordlist 8.10 2.13 
 

6.29 1.38 
 

6.67 2.08 

Short story task 2.60 1.64 
 

2.00 1.16 
 

2.00 1.73 

Women 25 

and over 

Pregnancy related 

wordlist 
10.00 2.49   9.60 1.82   11.00 3.16 

General wordlist 8.50 2.46 
 

6.00 2.00 
 

8.80 2.68 

Short story task 3.60 1.84   4.20 .84   2.60 2.30 

Note. Performance on the wordlist tasks were measured in frequency of recalled words. For 

the short story task, performance was measured in frequency of correct answers. 

 

Table 2 

 Descriptive statistics for both pregnancy status groups and age groups for the wordlist task 

and the short story task.  
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 Results from the 2 x 3 fixed factor ANOVA for wordlist related to pregnancy showed 

no significant main effect for pregnancy status F(2) = .88, p = .42, pregnant women did not 

show a different performance on the wordlist related to pregnancy compared to the non-

pregnant group. In addition there was no significant main effect for age F(1) = 1.03, p = .32. 

Women under 25 years did not show any performance differences on the wordlist related to 

pregnancy compared to women 25 and older. Furthermore no significant interaction was 

found between pregnancy status and age F(2) = .07, p = .93, resulting in no performance 

differences between the groups. For the general wordlist, 2 x 3 fixed factor ANOVA revealed 

a significant main effect of pregnancy status F(2) = 3.67, p = .04. A pairwise comparison 

showed a significant difference between those who were not pregnant and those pregnant 

with their first child on the general wordlist (p = .011). However no significant difference 

was found between the non-pregnant women and women who were having their second or 

more children (p = .546). Also no significant difference was found between women having 

their first child and women having their second or more children (p = .127). 

 A 2 x 3 fixed factor ANOVA for the short story task showed significant main effect of 

age F(1) = 4.92, p = .03. The women 25 years and over answered on average more questions 

correctly, thus performed better on the task, compared to women younger than 25 years. In 

addition, results showed that there was not a main effect of pregnancy status F(2) = .71, p = 

.50. Pregnant women did not show a different performance on the short story task compared 

to non-pregnant women. No significant interaction was found between age and pregnancy 

status on the short story task F(2) = .68, p = .51.  

Pregnancy and Subjective Evaluation of Attention and Memory   

For the subjective experience of attention and memory only two groups, pregnant 

versus non-pregnant were compared. For general attention and memory comparing the two 

groups an independent samples t-test was used. The results indicated that pregnant women (M 
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= 6.90, SD = 2.13) rated their general attention to be slightly better compared to the non-

pregnant group (M = 6.55, SD = 1.67). However this difference was not significant t(38) = 

.58, p = .57. Similar results were found for general memory, pregnant women (M = 6.80, SD 

= 1.36) rated their general memory to be higher compared to the non-pregnant group (M = 

6.60, SD = 1.47), this difference was also not significant t(38) = .45, p = .66.  

Paired samples t-test was used to compare evaluation of the pregnant women of 

attention and memory before pregnancy and during pregnancy. The results showed a 

significant difference for attention, pregnant women rated their attention to be lower during 

pregnancy (M = 5.35, SD = 2.06) than before pregnancy (M = 6.90, SD = 2.13) t(19) = 3.87, p 

= .001.  The results also showed a significant difference for memory, pregnant women 

perceived their memory to be worse during pregnancy (M = 4.95, SD = 1.76) compared to 

before they were pregnant (M = 6.80, SD = 1.36) t(19) = 5.66, p = .000.    

Discussion 

The aim of the present study was to find out whether cognitive function decreases 

during pregnancy and whether this varies with age and previous pregnancies. The results 

indicate that some aspects of cognition were impaired during pregnancy which was consistent 

with prior findings (Buckwalter et.al., 1999; De Groot Adam et.al., 2003; De Groot et.al., 

2003; De Groot et.al., 2006).  Results on the Stroop 1 in the Stroop task showed that the 

difference between the three pregnancy status groups varied with age. For women under 25 

years of age who were having their first child performed worse than those having their 

second or more children compared to non-pregnant women. The reason for this could be 

many things, one reason might be that women having their first child experience more 

insecurity due to inexperience and therefore more stress which leads to a worse performance. 

For the Stroop 2 in the Stroop task, no difference was found between either the age groups or 

the pregnancy groups. Most of the previous studies that assessed attention showed no 
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differences between pregnant women and non-pregnant women (Buckwalter et.al., 1999; 

Crawley et.al., 2003; De Groot et.al., 2003; De Groot et.al., 2006; Parsons et.al., 2004). 

However, using a different test,  one study (De Groot, Adam et.al., 2003) showed that 

pregnancy negatively affected attention. The inconsistency between Stroop 1 and Stroop 2 in 

current research is hard to explain, but some previous studies (De Groot et.al., 2003; De 

Groot et.al., 2006) have studied attention using the Stroop task and all showed the same 

results of no difference between groups. According to this the difference found in 

performance between pregnant women and non-pregnant women depends on the task, in 

addition age appears to have some affect. Further research is needed to determine whether 

and how attention is affected during pregnancy.    

The only significant difference on the short story task was found between the two age 

groups. Results on the wordlist related to pregnancy showed no difference between groups, 

neither the age groups nor the pregnancy status groups. Thus the hypothesis that there is no 

difference in cognitive performance between pregnant and non-pregnant women on specific 

cognitive tasks holds. These results support that the task used to measure the cognition is a 

big factor in determining whether impairments on cognition are present during pregnancy. 

Results from the general wordlist revealed a difference between the pregnancy groups 

pregnant with first child and pregnant with second or more children. Those who were 

pregnant with their first child performed worse than those who were pregnant with their 

second or more children. This was inconsistent with results from Parsons et.al. (2004) who 

found out that during pregnancy no difference in performance was between those who were 

pregnant with their first child and the other women. However their results showed that after 

childbirth women pregnant with their first child showed poorer performance than those who 

had previously had children. In order to get some conclusion about the affect from history of 

prior pregnancy on cognition further research is needed.  
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 Limitations for current research lie in the power of the study. Relatively few 

participants were in the study making it harder to generalize, also the number of participants 

may have had great impact on the results. Results from De Groot, Adam et.al. (2003) 

indicated that attention is corrupted on late stages of pregnancy but not on the early stages. 

Current research did not examine this specifically, the pregnant group included women on all 

stages of pregnancy because of the small participation size this division was not possible.  

  The self assessment questionnaire revealed differences in how pregnant women rated 

their attention and memory before and during pregnancy, however the different ratings 

between the pregnant group and the non-pregnant group were not significant and therefore 

inconsistent with findings from Crawley et.al. (2003). They found out that pregnant women 

significantly rated their attention and memory to be poorer than non-pregnant women. 

In conclusion there may be some impairment in cognition during pregnancy and may 

lie in various aspects of cognition, results from current research show more support for 

memory impairment rather than attention impairment. Further research on attention is 

essential to discriminate whether and how attention is affected during pregnancy. When 

asked to assess their own memory and attention pregnant women report lower scores on both 

cases, so they evaluate their memory and attention to be worse during pregnancy compared to 

before they were pregnant. Whether that is due to stress, depression, unhappiness or 

something else may be an interesting subject for future studies. Results from this research 

also indicate that performance decrements depend on what task is used also that factors like 

age and history of prior pregnancy are equally relevant to study. 
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Appendix A 

UPPLÝSINGASKJAL FYRIR ÞÁTTTAKENDUR 

 

 

1 Titill á verkefni/rannsókn: Hugræn starfsemi á síðari hluta meðgöngu.   

 

2 Þátttökuboð 

Þér hefur verið boðið að taka þátt í rannsókn. Áður en þú tekur ákvörðun un hvort þú tekur 

þátt eða ekki er mikilvægt að þú skiljir hvers vegna rannsókn þessi er gerð og hvað felst í 

þátttöku. Upplýsingaskjal þetta segir þér frá tilgangi, áhættum og ábata sem mögulega fæst af 

þessari rannsókn. Ef þú samþykkir að taka þátt verður þú beðin um að skrifa undir svokallað 

upplýst samþykki. Ef það er eitthvað sem vefst fyrir þér eða þér finnst óskýrt er rannsakandi 

tilbúinn að útskýra betur framkvæmd rannsóknar og svara þeim spurningum sem brenna á 

þér. Endilega taktu þinn tíma til að lesa þetta upplýsingaskjal. Þú ættir einungis að samþykkja 

þátttöku eftir að þú hefur áttað þig á hvers er ætlast til af þátttöku þinni. Takk fyrir að hafa 

lesið þetta.  

 

3 Tilgangur rannsóknar 

Rannsókn þessi leitast við að svara spurningum um þær hugrænu breytingar sem mögulega 

eiga sér stað við þungun. Þá mun vera reynt að svara spurningum um hvort minnisskerðingar 

komi fram á meðgöngu og hvort þungun hafi áhrif á önnur hugræn ferli svo sem athygli. 

Þátttakendur þessarar rannsóknar munu allt vera konur, annarsvegar þungaðar konur og 

hinsvegar konur sem ekki eru þungaðar.  

 

4 Hvað felst í þátttöku þinni? 

Ef þú ákveður að taka þátt munu nokkur hugræn próf vera lögð fyrir þig. Tvö minnispróf 

verða lögð fyrir þig, í því fyrra er um að ræða einfalt minnispróf þar sem þú verður beðin um 

að leggja á minnið orðalista sem inniheldur 15 orð, orðin verða lesin upp og strax að upplestri 

loknum ert þú beðin um að skrifa niður þau orð sem þú mannst. Seinna minnisprófið verður í 

formi smásögu, þá lest þú stutta sögu og verður svo beðin um að svara nokkrum spurningum 

um efni sögunnar. Athyglisprófið kallast Stroop próf, fyrst birtast 30 litaheiti þar sem litaheiti 

og litur á letri passa saman (orðið rauður birtist í rauðum lit) síðan birtast þessi litaheiti í 

mismunandi litum (t.d. orðið rauður birtist í gulum lit). Þú munt vera beðin um að lesa ekki 

orðin heldur segja einungis litinn á orðunum. Undir lokin verður þú beðin um að svara 

stuttum spurningalista, með nokkrum spurningum, þar sem þú leggur mat á frammistöðu þína 

í öllum prófhlutum.  

 

Þarf ég að taka þátt? 

Það er alfarið undir þér komið hvort þú ákveður að taka þátt eða ekki. Ef þú ákveður að taka 

þátt verður þér afhent þetta upplýsingaskjal sem þú mátt eiga og beðin um að skrifa undir 

upplýst samþykki. Einnig ef þú ákveður að taka þátt er þér frjálst hvenær sem er að hætta 

þátttöku án nokkurar úrskýringar á hvers og án nokkura afleiðinga. 
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Hvað gerist fyrir mig ef ég ákveð að taka þátt? 

Þú verður boðuð í rannsóknina þar sem nokkur hugræn próf verða lögð fyrir þig (sjá “hvað 

felst í þátttöku þinni”).  Ætlast verður til af þátttakendum að þeir svari prófunum eins vel og 

þeir geti, veri hreinskilnir og leggi sig fram.  

 

Hversu lengi mun þátttaka mín í rannsókninni vara? 

Þátttakendur munu hitta rannsakanda einu sinni í þessari rannsókn, það er þegar prófin verða 

lögð fyrir. Ekki verður ætlast til að þátttakendur þurfi að koma í eftirfylgnipróf eða eitthvað 

slíkt. Framkvæmd rannsóknarinnar tekur í kringum 30 mínútur, þessi tímamörk gætu þó 

lengst eftir aðstæðum.    

 

Hver er mögulegur ábati við þátttöku í þessari rannsókn? 

Þátttakendur munu fá aukin fróðleik um viðfangsefnið og gæti það verið einstaklega 

áhugavert fyrir tilraunahópinn, þar sem mögulega finna þær fyrir hugrænum skerðingum á 

þessum tíma.  

 

Hver er möguleg áhætta við þátttöku í þessari rannsókn? 

Engin áhætta felst í þátttöku í þessari rannsókn.  

 

Hvað gerist við lok rannsóknar? 

Þegar rannsókn er lokið munt þú fá senda stutta samantekt um niðurstöður rannsóknarinnar. Í 

þessari samantekt verður aðeins greint frá helstu niðurstöðum rannsóknarinnar.  

 

Hvað gerist ef ég skipti um skoðun í rannsókninni? 

Þú hefur fullan rétt á því að skipta um skoðun hvað varðar þátttöku þína í rannsókninni 

hvenær sem er án nokkura afleiðinga.  

 

Hvern á ég að hafa samband við ef mig vantar fleiri upplýsingar eða ef ég hef einhverjar 

vangaveltur?  

Rannsakandi er tilbúinn til að svara spurningum sem kunna að kvikna í sambandi við 

rannsóknina. Þér er bent á að hafa samband við Margréti Önnu Ágústsdóttur í gegnum 

póstfangið margreta11@ru.is eða í síma 771-3870.  

 

  

mailto:margreta11@ru.is
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UPPLÝST SAMÞYKKI 

 

 

Þátttökunúmer: _______ ____________ 

 

Titill á verkefni/rannsókn:  Hugræn starfsemi á síðari hluta meðgöngu.  

 

   

 

Nafn rannsakanda: _Margrét Anna Ágústsdóttir___________  

 

 

  Vinsamlegast     

merktu X þar sem 

við á 

1. Ég samþykki það að hafa lesið upplýsingaskjalið hér að ofan  

 og haft tækifæri til þess að spyrja spurninga. 

 

2. Ég skil þær upplýsingar sem settar voru fram og þykir þær 

fullnægjandi og hef haft nægan tíma til að meta þessar upplýsingar. 

 

3. Ég átta mig á því að þátttaka mín er sjálfboðin og að mér er frjálst  

 að hætta þátttöku hvenær sem er, án nokkurra útskýringa og án þess  

 að löglegur réttur minn verði fyrir einhverjum áhrifum. 

 

4. Ég samþykki að taka þátt í ofangreindri rannsókn.  

 

 

      

Nafn þátttakanda Dagsetning Undirskrift  

 

 

Margrét Anna Ágústsdóttir      

Rannsakandi Dagsetning Undirskrift 

 

 

1 Afrit fyrir þátttakanda; 1 Afrit fyrir rannsakanda; 1 Afrit sem fylgir rannsóknargögnum 
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Appendix B 

Sjálfsmatsspurningalisti 

Vinsamlegast svaraðu viðeigandi spurningum.   

1. Hver er aldur þinn? _________ ára. 

 

2. Hversu langt ert þú gengin í vikum? ________ vikur. 

 

3. Er þetta þín fyrsta meðganga?  _____Já  _____Nei 

 

4. Á kvarðanum 0 – 10, hvar telur þú þína minnisgetu liggja?  

Dragðu hring utan um þá tölu sem lýsir svari þínu best. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   

 

 

5. Á kvarðanum 0 – 10, hvernig metur þú minnið þitt samanborið við áður en þú varðst 

ólétt?   

Dragðu hring utan um þá tölu sem lýsir svari þínu best. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   

 

 

6. Á kvarðanum 0 – 10, hversu slæma eða góða telur þú athygli þína vera?  Þá er verið 

að tala um að viðhalda og beina athyglinni að einhverju ákveðnu.  

Dragðu hring utan um þá tölu sem lýsir svari þínu best. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   

 

 

Mjög gott 

minni 

Mjög slæmt 

minni 

Mun verra 

minni 

Mun skárra 

minni 

Mjög slæm 

athygli 

Mjög góð 

athygli 
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7. Á kvarðanum 0 – 10, hvernig metur þú athygli þína vera samanborið við áður en þú 

varðst ólétt? Þá er verið að tala um að viðhalda og beina athyglinni að einhverju 

ákveðnu.  

Dragðu hring utan um þá tölu sem lýsir svari þínu best. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   

 

 

  

Mun verri 

athygli 

Mun skárri 

athygli 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 

Gísli Húsmaður 

Ég heiti Gísli og fæddist á bænum Kleifum í Strandasýslu. Ég var elstur af 7 systkinum. Frá 

æsku minni er fáu frá að segja en ég var glaðlyndur, hraustur og vongóður. Þegar ég var 

nítján ára fór ég í vist að Bleiksmýri. Þar á bæ var mikill búskapur, 500 ær, 65 hestar, 30 kýr 

og loks köttur og tík. Móðir mín hafði séð um mig að öllu leyti og sá til þess að mig skorti 

hvorki fæði né föt. Mér fannst gaman að vinna og undi mér vel í svona sveitavinnu, en ég 

hafði líka gaman af bókum og skemmtunum.  

Það bar við eitt sinn að kisan og tíkin gutu samtímis og fengu báðar að halda sínu 

afkvæminu hvor. En litlu síðar dó tíkin. Hvolpurinn var enn svo ungur og ósjálfbjarga að 

líklegt þótti að hann myndi veslast upp nema kisa fengist til að miskunna sig yfir litla 

móðurleysingjann. Og það gerði hún umsvifalaust og sýndi hvolpinum engu minni ástúð en 

kettlingnum. Liðu svo fáeinir dagar. Þá fann ég 6 móðurlausa andarunga og 8 móðurlausa 

gæsaunga, nýskriðna úr eggi. Kom mér þá til hugar að gaman væri að sýna kisunni ungana og 

vita hvað hún tæki til bragðs. Hún tók við móðurleysingjunum með móðurlegri blíðu og 

virtist mjög ánægð með þá viðbótina. Mikil urðu þó vonbrigði hennar í fyrstu að geta aldrei 

komið ungunum á spena, hversu mikið sem hún stríddi við það. En þeir voru fegnir að kúra 

hjá henni ásamt hvolpinum  og kettlingnum og njóta atlota hennar og umhyggju. Alltaf tók 

kisa á móti þeim undir „verndarvæng“ sinn, hversu blautir og skítugir sem þeir voru og 

hjúkraði þeim eftir bestu getu. Ég horfði á kisu með þennan sundurleita hóp, nokkuð 

stálpaðan. Var samkomulagið hið besta, fóstursystkinin léku sér glöð og kát og kisa fylgdist 

með ærslum þeirra athugul og ánægð.  Henni hafði tekist uppeldið prýðilega. Hún hélt áfram 

að annast þessi ósamkynja „fósturbörn“ uns hún hafði komið þeim öllum til fulls þroska.  

Fjölmennið á Bleiksmýri átti vel við mig, þar var oft margt á döfinni og kátt á 

kvöldin, hjónin voru engir sínöldrandi harðstjórar þó bæði vissu þau vel af miklum efnum og 

góðu sveitargengi. Halldór var stórlyndur og metorðagjarn en oftast viðbúðargóður; konan 

þótti nokkuð eigingjörn og kunni laglega að snúa snældunni sinni, dagfarshæg og hafði 

gaman af að segja bæjafréttir og spyrja þeirra. Ég fékk 130 ær, fyrsta veturinn sem ég var á 

Bleiksmýri, og 4 hesta, þar á meðal hana Hrímu mína, fjögurra vetra  sem ég fóðraði með 

sextán böggum sem ég hafði heyjað á sunnudögum með aðstoð mömmu.  

 

Hvað hét bærinn sem Gísli fæddist á ?  ____________________________________ ______ 

Hvað voru margar dýrategundir á bænum sem Gísli fór á við 19 ára aldur? _______________ 
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Hvað fékk Gísli eftir fyrsta veturinn? ________________________________________ ____ 

Hvað átti kisa mörg „fósturbörn“?_________________________________________ ______ 

Hvað hét hesturinn hans Gísla? _________________________________________________ 

Hvað hét bóndinn á Bleiksmýri? ________________________________________________ 
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Appendix E

Orðalisti nr. 1 

Bleia 

Barn 

Vagga 

Svampar 

Sæng 

Móðir 

Snudda 

Mjólk 

Krem 

Grautur 

Faðir 

Grisjur 

Peli 

Smekkur 

Kerra 

Orðalisti nr. 2 

Fiðla 

Bolli 

Húfa 

Bóndi 

Nef 

Skógur 

Rjúpa 

Garður 

Loft 

Kaffi 

Ljón 

Foss 

Mynd 

Kerti 

Tölva 

 

 


